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To: Haugen, Lisa[Haugen.Lisa@epa.gov]; AI-Mudallal, Amer[AI-Mudallal.Amer@epa.gov]; 
Chan, Patrick[Chan.Patrick@epa.gov]; Copt, Britta[Copt.Britta@epa.gov]; Coryell, 
Mark[coryell .mark@epa.gov]; Doolan, Stephanie[Doolan.Stephanie@epa.gov]; Greaves, 
Natasha[Greaves.Natasha@epa.gov]; James, Nathanie1Uames.nathaniel@epa.gov]; Kellen, 
Karen[Kellen.Karen@epa.gov]; Lynne, Diane[Lynne.Diane@epa.gov]; Maier, 
Brent[Maier.Brent@epa.gov]; Miller, Dennis[miller.dennise@epa.gov]; Mills, 
Lesley[Mills.Lesley@epa.gov]; Morrison, Denise[Morrison.Denise@epa.gov]; Morton, 
Gary[Morton.Gary@epa.gov]; O'Grady, John[Ogrady.Johnj@epa.gov]; Oliver, 
Leah[Oliver.Leah@epa.gov]; Oliver, Priscilla[Oliver.Priscilla@epa.gov]; Schulze, 
Jeanne[Schulze.Jeanne@epa.gov]; Saracco, Silvia[Saracco.Silvia@epa.gov]; Sims, 
Mark[Sims.Mark@epa.gov]; Pitchford, Ann[Pitchford.Ann@epa.gov]; Osemwengie, 
Lantis[osemwengie.lantis@epa.gov]; McBride, William[McBride.William@epa.gov]; Gonzalez, 
RafaelP[Gonzalez.RafaelP@epa.gov]; Estrada, Thelma[Estrada.Thelma@epa.gov]; Calder, 
Steven[Calder.Steve@epa.gov] 
Cc: Tseng, Antony[Tseng.Antony@epa.gov]; Myers, 
Lucretia[MYERS. L UCRETIA@EP A. GOV]; Cooper, Destinee[COOPER. DESTIN EE@EP A. GOV] 
From: Ottlinger, Michael 
Sent: Thur 8/20/2015 10:06:38 PM 
Subject: DOI Will Lead New Investigation Of EPA Colorado Mine Spill 

Posted: August 19, 2015 
The Department of Interior (DOI) is leading an independent investigation 
into the causes that led to an EPA cleanup operation's accidental 
release of 3 million gallons of wastewater containing heavy metals from 
the Gold King Mine in Colorado. 

"The assessment begins today, Tuesday, August 18, and it is 
anticipated that DOI will provide the assessment report to EPA and the 
public within 60 days. The goal of DOl's independent review is to 
provide EPA with an analysis of the incident that took place at Gold King 
Mine, including the contributing causes," EPA said in an Aug. 18 
statement announcing the investigation. 

The announcement follows EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy's Aug. 12 
statement that the agency was "in the process of initiating an 
independent assessment by a sister federal agency or another external 
entity to examine the factors that led" to the wastewater release. Based 
on the results of that study, she said, "we will determine what actions 
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may be necessary to avoid similar incidents at other sites." 

The DOI review will operate alongside a separate investigation of the spill by 
EPA's Inspector General (IG) which that office in 
response to a congressional request, spokespeople for the two agencies told 
Inside EPA. 

"We're on a separate path than the IG is -- we're not coordinating at the level 
where I can even tell you what's similar or different" about the two 
investigations, a DOI spokesman said. 

However, an IG spokeswoman says that office anticipates sharing information 
with DOI on the objectives of the two investigations, even if the two will not 
work together on information-gathering or other efforts. 

The IG office "has just started its preliminary research. We soon will be 
determining what [are the] specific scope and objectives of the [IG] review of 
the Gold King Mine spill. We certainly expect to meet with the U.S. 
Department of Interior in order to determine the scope and objectives of their 
review in the very near future," the spokeswoman said. 

The DOI investigation will be conducted primarily by the Bureau of 
Reclamation, which under an existing interagency agreement with EPA is the 
lead office in reviewing incidents like the Colorado spill, the DOI spokesman 
says."We've had a person on site at Gold King Mine since Aug. 14," the 
spokesman says. 

Meanwhile, the IG Office of Program Evaluation, Office of Audit, and Office of 
Investigations are working together on that review "[d]ue to the scope of the 
issues involved," according to the IG memo announcing its investigation, 
which was addressed to EPA waste chief Mathy Stanislaus and EPA Region 8 
Administrator Shaun McGrath. 

EPA is facing a lawsuit from at least one tribe as well as potential legal action 
by states after an agency cleanup crew caused the Aug. 5 spill of the 
wastewater, which contains arsenic, cadmium, lead and mercury, into the 
Animas River. 

Attorneys familiar with cleanup law say that EPA will likely be sued for both 
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natural resource damages and response damages under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), also 
known as the Superfund law, which would deal with both environmental harms 
from the spill and the cost of addressing drinking water contamination and 
other short-term issues respectively. 

But the attorneys say that since CERCLA includes broad protections against 
liability for EPA when it performs a site cleanup, such suits:.=.;::;~~==~ 

,u;,,ir'T"' -- and the litigation could set an important precedent on the issue. 

Meanwhile, the spill could potentially for broad revisions to 
federal mining policies including calls for EPA Superfund financial assurance 
rules for mining and changes to Good Samaritan law, environmentalists say. 

From: Haugen, Lisa 

Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2015 4:04 PM 
To: AI-Mudallal, Amer; Chan, Patrick; Capt, Britta; Coryell, Mark; Doolan, Stephanie; Greaves, Natasha; 
James, Nathaniel; Kellen, Karen; Lynne, Diane; Maier, Brent; Miller, Dennis; Mills, Lesley; Morrison, 
Denise; Morton, Gary; O'Grady, John; Oliver, Leah; Oliver, Priscilla; Ottlinger, Michael; Schulze, Jeanne; 
Saracco, Silvia; Sims, Mark; Pitchford, Ann; Osemwengie, Lantis; McBride, William; Gonzalez, RafaelP; 
Estrada, Thelma; Calder, Steven 

Cc: Tseng, Antony; Myers, Lucretia; Cooper, Destinee 
Subject: Please Read - Important message regarding OSC representation at 

As you can see from the email string below, the IG is questioning whether the other Unions agree with 
AFGE representing the BU Es of other Unions. If you can please send me confirmation that AFGE can 
represent members of your BUE by COB today, I would greatly appreciate it. I will get the information 
to Karen. 

From: Karen Kellen ·~==~==~=-==="-'-' 
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2015 1:11 PM 
To: Haugen, Lisa; Lisa Haugen 

Subject: Fwd: REPRESENTATION FOR OTHER EPA UNIONS 

Can you send this out to union coalition and ask lps in other unions if they will allow 1 3607 reps 
to accompany them to interviews w the IG. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: "Hobart, Yolanda" 
Date: Aug 19, 2015 1:12 PM 
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Subject: REPRESENTATION FOR OTHER EPA UNIONS 
To: "Kellen, Karen" 
Cc: "Copt, Britta" 

Karen, 

The IG is asking for confirmation that AFGE Local 3607 can provide representation for BUEs 
who are members of other Unions, such as NTEU, NAGE, etc. Can you confirm their agreement 
to our request? 

Yolanda Hobart 

Labor and Employee Relations Officer 

EPA Region 8 

1595 Wynkoop Street 

Denver, CO 80202 

p: ~~=--=-~ 

c: 

f: 

913-551-7877 

816-591-3406 (personal cell) 
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